Literacies and
our Identities
Examining the Metaphors in History and Contemporary Research
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Brief Synopsis of
Text

The authors discuss five metaphors of identity,
along with literacy studies that take the
perspective of each metaphor: identity as
1) difference
2) sense of self
3) mind or consciousness
4) narrative
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5) position

Metaphors Overlap

For example: the researchers consider that some of the
same literacy studies adopt the perspectives of several
metaphors.
A focus on identity and literacy could help educators
avoid making assumptions based on particular
recognitions of students’ identities, assumptions that
might diminish opportunities to learn.
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Essential Question

How do particular views of identity shape how
researchers think about literacy and,
conversely, how does the view of literacy
taken by a researcher shape meanings made
about identity?
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What is Literacy and
How is it Theorized?

Literacy is a social activity.
Theorists recognize that people’s
identities mediate and are mediated by the
texts they read, write, and talk about.
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What Challenges Exist?
Few literacy studies have acknowledged the
range of perspectives on and views for
conceptualizing identity.
Subtle differences in identity theories have
widely different implications for how one thinks
about 1) how literacy matters to identity and 2)
how identity matters to literacy.
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Author’s Suggestions
for Researchers

Literacy-and-identity studies need to recognize what
research, policy, or particular theories can do for
our understanding of how literacy and identity work to
develop one another.
Researchers must clarify what it means to write about and
study people’s identities in relation to their literate
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practices.
Different metaphors of identity carry implications for how
literacy practice, skill, learning, or teaching is understood.

Author’s Suggestions
for Teachers
Literacy-and-identity studies provide ample
evidence for the need to include multiple text types
and media in our literacy curricula.
Why? New text types and new media tools provide
multiple opportunities in a classroom to:
engage generalized others,
help readers develop particular kinds of
relationships and positions,
build habituses*
provide tools for developing consciousness,
narrate oneself into the world.
Habitus
* 1. a person's general constitution, especially physical build. "the patient's vital signs and body habitus should be noted"
2. . the way a person of a particular background perceives and reacts to the world. "depending on their position in a given
social field they develop a certain habitus typical of their position"
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